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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
Due to the failed condition of the Northumberland sewer system a great
deal of effort and time has been spent this year at public hearings and
other meetings with the town's engineering firm studying various alterna-
tives to replace that system. As was stated in our last year's report, an
acceptable site for a lagoon system could not be found due to environmen-
tal concerns. Since that time a type of system called a Rotating Biologi-
cal Contactor has been recommended for implementation because it is most
cost effective of the alternatives and because it involves no overriding
negative environmental impacts. It is hoped that outside funding can be
obtained and construction can begin in the spring of 1984.
In an attempt to contain skyrocketing fuel costs additional insulation
has been installed at the fire station, at the town garage, and at the
sewer system off Eames Street. Additional insulation is planned for the
sewer pump houses and the walls and doors of the town garage. The costs
for this insulation is expected to be recovered shortly through fuel sav-
ings and at the same time leading the way in energy conservation.
As recommended by our last outside audit, a centralized purchase order
system has been instituted where all purchases of goods must be approved by
the department and by the town manager before the order is sent.
The proposed low-income housing for the hill section of town by the
developer, Carroll County Elderly Housing Associates, is evidently at a
standstill after not hearing from the developer for several months. There
was strong opposition to the proposal during discussions held this year
between the proposed developer and the selectmen. This opposition came
mainly from apartment owners and abutters to the property. During the
discussions the town evaluated the proposal carefully to be sure the
interests of the town were looked after.
The ten-year buyback into the retirement system authorized by the
1981 Town Meeting for H. Lee Rice has been taken care of. At this writing
Forrest Maguire has not taken advantage of the town buyback and has indi-
cated that he does not intend to at this time. The results of studies of
other employees have been received by them and more action concerning this
matter may be forthcoming at the annual meeting.
The line connecting the Groveton water system and the Northumberland
water system was completed this past summer.
A policy for putting equipment hired by the town up for bid has been
initiated. This mainly covers use of a backhoe and of a loader for snow
removal. It is expected that all equipment used by the town will be
covered by this policy in the near future.
There has been an attempt to update all town appointments. This job
is largely complete at this time but there is a constant need for volun-
teers to serve their town in many capacities. If you are interested,
please contact the town office.
Unsightly and unlicensed junkyards are in violation of state law and
town ordinance. A continuing effort to correct this situation is under
way. This is a low priority item in the face of much larger problems
facing the town but the need is present and the need will be pursued.
The Jaws of Life apparatus has arrived and has been put to use by the
rescue squad. This life-saving equipment was purchased partially by a
grant and matched by a donation by the Ambulance corp. No tax money was
used to pay for this equipment.
As was authorized by the 1981 town meeting the old police station was
torn down. No definite plans for the lot have been proposed except possi-
bJy for parking.
The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation grant was amended up from $20,000 to
$29,000 allowing for more improvements in the recreational facilities
including lighting of the hockey and basketball areas, protective fencing
between the swimming pool and ball field, and a backstop at the upper
ball field.
The proposal for constructing a high voltage power line through the
town is being studied carefully to be sure the interests of the town will
be served if it is constructed here. Input from citizens of our town is
welcome.
The new thawing machine authorized at last town meeting has arrived.
Due to the snow cover and somewhat milder weather conditions, to date no
frozen pipes have been reported.
Due to recent legislation at the state level, one applying for a
standard elderly exemption must more fully document their annual income,
property owned in and out of state, and other assets.
A new ordinance requiring a permit for the installation of any swim-
ming pool was drafted and approved by the selectmen. This, in conjunction
with updated water rates for swimming pools will hopefully serve to better
regulate the installation of pools and the fees charged for their water
usage.
Sidewalks on Brooklyn Street, Central Avenue, and Church Streets
were replaced in the town's continuing attempt to upgrade the sidewalks
which are in the worst condition.
The town is currently taking part in informal discussions with local
communities in order to form a solid waste district mandated by state
law. The members of the local district will address their common problems
in disposing of their solid waste. It is hoped that this community effort
will be less expensive and more productive than each town solving their
own problems in the area of solid waste.
The town is still in fine shape but it is evident that State and
Federal revenues relied upon so heavily in the past are beginning to dwin-
dle. This has already been witnessed this past year in the areas of a 25%
cut in State aid to nursing homes, medicaid caps, Social Security benefit
reductions, and Veterans Administration benefit reductions. It is recog-
nized that unemployment and other factors of our economy including infla-
tion and many revenue cutbacks including the ones mentioned above are
going to place an uncommon burden on the local property taxpayer. Recog-
nizing the hard times to come the selectmen have taken and are continuing
to take extraordinary steps to protect your tax dollar. We ask for your





THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Northumberland qualified to vote in
Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Groveton High School Auditorium
in said Town on the Second Tuesday in March next, March 9, 1982 to
act upon the subjects hereinafter mentioned. You are hereby warned that
on said date and place the polls will be opened at 9:00 o'clock in
the forenoon and will remain open until 6:00 o'clock in the afternoon
for the reception of your ballots under the Non-Partisan Ballot system,
(Articles 1, 2, 3, 4, and the first part of Article 5). You are also
hereby warned that on said date and place at 7:00 o'clock in the evening
the matter of appropriations and such other business properly coming
before said meeting will be taken up for your consideration and action.
ARTICLE 1.* To choose by ballot the following Town Officers for the
ensuing two years: one Auditor, one Supervisor of Checklist, and one
Town Moderator.
ARTICLE 2.* To choose by ballot the following Town Officers for the
ensuing three years: one Trustee of Trust Funds, one Selectman, and
one Library Trustee.
ARTICLE 3.* To choose by ballot the following Town Officers for the
ensuing six years: one Supervisor of Checklist.
ARTICLE 4.* To vote by ballot to see if the Town will approve the revised
zoning ordinance as submitted by the Planning Board.
ARTICLE 5.* To see what action the Town will vote to take on the follow-
ing Article which was presented on petition of 18 voters: That the town
manager plan in town of Northumberland, N.H. be eliminated, that there be
a clerk for selectmen with salary not to exceed $10,000 per year for 2
yrs . . (Voting on the first part of this Article, the question of elimina-
ting the town manager plan, must be by written ballot while the polls are
open and the question appearing on the printed ballot is as set forth in
RSA 37:15)
ARTICLE 6. To see what action the Town will vote to take on the follow-
ing article which was presented on petition of 13 voters: That 24 hr
.
police protection be discontinued.
ARTICLE 7. To see what action the Town will vote to take on the follow-
ing article which was presented on petition of 10 voters: For future
permanent town positions, persons should reside in Groveton, or be given
60 days to move to said town, after hiring.
ARTICLE 8. To see what sums of money the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate to defray the following Town charges for the ensuing year:
(1) Town Officer's Salaries; (2) Town Officers Expenses; (3) Election
& Registration; (4) Cemeteries; (5) General Government Buildings;
(6) Planning and Zoning; (7) Legal Expenses; (8) Advertising: (9) Police
Department; (10) Fire, including Forest Fire; (11) Civil Defense;
(12) Blister Rust & Care of Trees; (13) Town Maintenance - Summer;
(1A) Town Maintenance - Winter; (15) General Highway Department Expenses;
(16) Town Road Aid; (17) Highway Subsidy - Street Maintenance; (18) Street
Lighting; (19) Gasoline Sales & Purchases; (20) Sidewalk Maintenance;
(21) Dump Maintenance; (22) Health Department - Nursing & Mental Health;
(23) Hospital and Ambulances; (24) General Assistance - Town Poor;
(25) Old Age Assistance; (26) Aid to the Disabled; (27) Library;
(28) Parks and Recreation; (29) Patriotic Purposes; (30) Principal of
Long-Term Bonds & Notes; (31) Interest Expense - Long-Term Bonds & Notes;
(32) Municipal and District Court Expenses; (33) Municipal Water Depart-
ment; (34) Municipal Sewer Department; (35) FICA, Retirement & Unemploy-
ment; (36) Insurance; (37) Senior Citizens; (38) North Country Council.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from the Revenue
Sharing Fund $8,050 to correct and update the town's tax maps.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from the Revenue
Sharing Fund $6,400 to insulate the walls and doors at the town garage.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from the Revenue
Sharing Fund $2,500 for new tracks for the dozer used at the town dump,
including bushings, rolls, sprockets, etc.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from the Revenue
Sharing Fund $9,000 to purchase a new police cruiser.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from the Revenue
Sharing Fund $2,000 for repairs to the roof at the town garage.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the
Town Meeting, money from the State, Federal or other governmental unit or
a private source which becomes available during the fiscal year in
accordance with RSA 31:95-b.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $90,244.80, together with any interest accrued thereon, from the
separate water and sewer account (said sum being the remainder of the
amount of the new settlement received from EPA on the town's Sewage
Abatement Project plus 1980 Revenue Sharing appropriation) for use by
the Selectmen toward the expense of study, planning or construction, or
any combination thereof, of the storm drainage and sewer systems for
Groveton Village, the sewage disposal system for Northumberland Village
and the water system for Northumberland Village, and further, if
appropriate, to use said sum as matching funds for any monies obtainable
for such purposes from any state or federal source, the Selectmen being
hereby authorized to make application for funds for such purposes to any
state or federal agency.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to administer and dispose of any real estate acquired by Tax
Collector's Deed at public or private sale, as the Selectmen, in their
sole discretion, deem equitable and just (RSA 80:42, I and III).
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of
RSA 76:15-a regarding the semi-annual collection of taxes.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$15,000 from the Revenue Sharing Fund and to appropriate a sum not exceed-
ing $10,000 from the Town's General Equipment Capital Reserve Fund for the
purpose of purchasing a loader.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,000 which represents the town's share of buying back ten years
of credit into the New Hampshire Retirement System for a Town employee.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to establish a scale of dis-
counts to be as follows: 3% if paid on or before June 1, 1982; 2% if paid
on or before August 1, 1982; and 1% if paid on or before October 1, 1982.
Discounts will be allowed on $100 minimum payment.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Selectmen to
appoint all other officers as required by law.
ARTICLE 22. To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees, or other
officers heretofore chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 23. To transact any other business that may be legally brought
before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal the 17th day of February, 1982.
*Articles 1-4 and the first part of Article 5 will be on printed ballots.
Harold E. Marshall, Sr., Chairmai
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Net Valuation on which
























1981 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976 1975 1974 1973
Town $1.34 $1.14 $1.63 $1.27 $1.02 $1.55 $ .73 $1.21 $1.15
School 7.10 6.73 5.50 5.09 4.64 4.78 4.69 4.08 3.83
Precinct .21 .32 .28 .29 .21 .31 .27 .21 .30
County 1.01 .51 .62 .25 .51 .35 .21 .21 .32
AUDITOR'S REPORT
January 1981
This is to certify that we have examined the accounts of the Select-
men, Town Treasurer, Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Water Collector, Library
Trustees, Trustees of the Trust Funds, Municipal Court, Youth Center
Commission, Senior Citizens Fund, Water Fund, Sewer Fund, and Chief of




STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES
ASSESSED FOR THE YEAR 1981
Total Town Appropriations $819,696.98
Less Estimated Revenues and Credits:
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest on Delinquent Taxes
Resident Tax Penalties
Inventory Penalties
Meals and Rooms Tax





State Aid Water Pollution Projects
Reimbursement Old Age Assistance
State Grant (Jaws of Life)
State Grant (B.D.R. - Basketball Paving)
Motor Vehicle Permits Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Fines & Forfeits, Municipal & District Court
Interest Received on Deposits
Income From Trust Funds
Income From Departments
Income From Sewer Department
Income From Water Department
Surplus
Town Clerks Fees





































Total of Town, School and County
Deduct: Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursements
Add: War Service Tax Credits
Add Overlay
Property Taxes to be Raised
Precinct Taxes Assessed
Total Gross Property Taxes
Less: Est. War Service Tax Credits
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Cash on Hand, December 31, 1981
Checking Account
Savings Account (Sewer)
Certificate & Interest (Sewer)
Savings Account (General)




Capitol Reserve (General Equipment)
CD. Guildhall Bridge
Truck Fund
Cemetery Trust Funds & CD.
Accounts Due Town
Unredeemed Property Taxes
Uncollected Property Taxes of 1981
Uncollected Resident, Yield, &




















Trust Funds & Guildhall Bridge
Unexpended Balance Sewer Construction Acct
Unexpended Water & Sewer Fund
Unexpended Revenue Sharing










Excess of Assets over Liabilities
$ 982,191.58
$ 48,015.35
SCHEDULE OF INTEREST AND PRINCIPAL - SEWER BONDS
Amount $875,000 Rate 5% Date of Issue - June 17, 1970
Payment Interest Principal Payment
Date Payable Payable Due
12/CU/82 $22,000 $45,000 $67,000
12/01/83 19,750 45,000 64,750
12/01/84 17,500 50,000 67,500
12/01/85 15,000 50,000 65,000
12/01/86 12,500 50,000 62,500
12/01/87 10,000 50,000 60,000
12/01/88 7,500 50,000 57,500
12/01/89 5,000 50,000 55,000




Auto Permits Issued in 1981 $63,062.50
Total Remitted to Treasurer $63,062.60
DOG LICENSES ISSUED
162 Males $ 924.00
37 Neutered Males 125.00
44 Females 272.50
128 Spayed Females 434.50
2 Kennell Licenses 37.00
101 Penalties 101.00
Total Remitted to Treasurer $1,894.00
TOWN RECORD FEES
Certified Copies of Vital Statistics
Automobile Title Applications




Total Remitted to Treasurer $1,894.00
FILING FEES
Annual Town Election $10.00
Total Remitted to Treasurer $10.00
EOAT TAX
Collected Locally $350.00






Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1981
Levies of
1981 1980 Prior
UNCOLLECTED TAXES - Beginning of Fiscal Year
Property Taxes $181,477.29
Resident Taxes 1,930.00
TAXES COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR
Property Taxes $1,084,186.51
Resident Taxes 15,140.00
National Bank Stock 827.35






Property Taxes 319.67 161.30
INTEREST - DELINQUENT TAXES
Property Taxes 5,518.43




TOTAL DEBITS $1 ,103,364.48 $189 ,592.37 $1,165.31
REMITTANCES TO TREASURER DURING FISCAL YEAR
Property Taxes $ 855,539.10 $181 ,741.05
Resident Taxes 13,550.00 1 ,610.00
Yield Taxes 362.59
Land Use Change Tax 250.00
Property Tax Interest 5 ,518.43
Resident Tax Penalties 61.00 161.00
National Bank Stock 827.35
ABATEMENTS MADE DURING YEAR
Property Taxes 1,441.30 213.83
Resident Taxes 40.00 330.00
UNCOLLECTED TAXES - End of Fiscstl Year
Property Taxes 224,938.37
Resident Taxes 1,860.00
Land Use Change Tax 375.00
Yield Tax 206.99 18.60 1,165.31
TOTAL CREDITS $1,103,364.64 $189,592.37 $1,165.31
(16c overdeposited)
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1981
DR
Levies of
1980 1979 1978 Pirior
Unredeemed Taxes
as of 01/01/81 $18,935,.63 $ 4,919.51 S 188 .45
Taxes Sold to Town
during 1981 $49,394.49
Interest Collected
after Sales 593.04 1,354,.45 1,103.88 81 .30
TOTAL DEBITS $49,987.53
CR
$20,290,,08 $ 6,023.39 $ 269 .75
Remittances to Treasurer
Redemptions $18,741.96 $ 8,826.,44 $ 4,666.90 $ 188,.45
Interest 593.04 1,354.,45 1,035.78
Abatements 52.20 141.72
Deeded to Town 179.03
Unredeemed Taxes
as of 12/31/81 30,600.33 10,109.,19
TOTAL CREDITS $49,987.53 $20,290.,08 $ 6,023.40 $ 269,,75
WATER AND S E W E R REP R T
Warrant Committed to Collector
Water $31,582.22
Sewer 24,914.83












Abated - Service off 6 months or more
Water 711.42
Sewer 522.17








Theresa Brooks - Tax Collector
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WATER DEPARTMENT
































Checking Account Balance 12/31/80 $ 9,914.82






























Cash on Hand 01/01/81










Received from all sources













Transferred to Savings Accounts
Transferred to Certificates





Cash on Hand 12/31/81
Checking Account

























Balance on hand December 31, 1980 $44,298.35
Received from Federal Revenue Sharing 30,957.00
Interest on Deposits 5,107 .03
Total $80,362.38
Expenditures
Northumberland Water Connection $14,553.20
Capital Reserve Account Truck 10,000.00
Thawing Machine 8,000.00
Insulating Fire Station 1,250.00
Total $33,803.20










Land Use Change Tax
Resident Tax
Resident Tax Penalties









LOCAL SOURCES EXCEPT TAXES:
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees
Municipal Court
Registration of Motor Vehicles
Town Record Fees
Boat Tax
Rent of Town Property














Jaws of Like - Ambulance Corps
Salvage - Police Station
Yield Tax Bond
Total




























































INCOME FROM TRUST FUNDS:
TRANSFERRED FROM REVENUE SHARING:





















Town Hall and Other Buildings
Retirement & Social Security &
Unemployment
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY:
Police Department
Fire, Incl. Forest Fire




Blister, Rust and Care of Trees
HEALTH & SANITATION:
Health Dept, Hospital, Mental Health
and Ambulance






Town Maintenance - Summer
Town Maintenance - Winter
Town Road Aid
Street Lighting
















































PATRIOTIC PURPOSES AND RECREATION:









Advertising and Regional Assoc.
Taxes Bought by Town
Discounts, Abatements and Refunds
Transfer to Groveton Foundation
Sewer Study
CAPITAL OUTLAY:













Principal - Long Term
Interest - Long Term
Principal - Short Term
Principal - Short Term
Total
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENT DIVISIONS:






































Total Payments All Sources
1,256,886.50
$ 2,159,277.65













Harold E. Marshall, Sr.
James C. Wemyss, Jr.




Balance on hand 01/01/81
Received from Town
Fine Money
























































The detailed and itemized account of the Northumberland Municipal
Court for the year 1981 is as follows: (unaudited figures)
RECEIPTS
Fine and Penalty Assessments
Small Claim Entry Fees
Bail and Restitution $ 13,363.49
EXPENDITURES
Department of Safety $ 5,337.96
Treasurer - State of N.H. 993.55
Department of Fish and Game 84.00
Witness Fees 400.00
Restitution 1,049.65
Overpayment of fine 145.00
Return of Bail 555.04
Postage - U. S. Post Office 254.96
Supplies 217.04
New England Telephone 328.40
Debit memo - bad check 50.00
Treasurer - Town Of Northumberland 4,796.58
American Jedges Association dues 175.00
Canadian exchange 29.53
George Stevens Insurance - Bonds 60.00
Special Judge 50.00
Escrow - Fees Account 3.00
NATURE OF CASES FOR THE YEAR 1981






Ralph C. Rowden - Justice




Trustee of Trust Fund
General Equipment Fund $ 3,682.45
New Truck Fund 24.625.21
Commissioner's Report
For the Year Ending December 21, 1981
Receipts
Cash on hand, January 1, 1981 %13,128.55
State of New Hampshire 14,675.55





Care and Repair of Trucks 13,560.21
Electric Power 611.21
Fuel for Station 2,356.87
Telephones 446.35
New Equipment 4,571.50
Repairs to Building 237.69
Miscellaneous Expenses 107.70
Insurance 1,059.00
Firemen's Payroll and Salaries 12,532.16
Officer's Salaries 38U.00
Radio Maintenance 2,441.34
Care of Alarm 208.00
TOTAL $52,740.43








List of fire calls for the period November 1, 1980 through Oct. 31, 1981.
13 Practice Meetings $ 1,110.00
Nov. 15 Fogg Farm - Chimney $ 120.00
Armand Dube - Electric 70.00
Mrs. Cote Trailer 100.00
Carl Borg - Car Accident 40.00
Victor Tremblay - Chimney 70.00
Chan Fored Store - Electric 110.00
G. P. Co. - #6 Machine - Electric 150.00
False Alarm - Foxy Lady Motel 85.00
Wendall Hart - Dryer 95.00
Tregeau House - Chimney 105.00
George Brown - Auto Fire 100.00
Lamoureux Farm - Tractor 85.00
Martin Farm 124.00
Fogg Farm - Chimney 170.00
Tire - Lancaster 120.00
Connary House - Chimney 70.00
Vera Fogg - Dryer 20.00
Francis Smith - Chimney 100.00
George Stanton - Chimney 35.00
Peter Bernard House 675.00
Old Town Garage 70.00
False Alarm - Box 51 75.00
Car Fire - Paulette Landry 65.00
Leonard Fournier - Chimney 65.00
Francis Cotter - Chimney 130.00
Larry Wallace 435.00
Foxy Lady Motel -Chimney 55.00
Millard Swift 187.00
Dana Robinson - Chimney 85.00
Grass Fire by Merle Damon 70.00
Brown Road - Tree on Wires 80.00
Dupuis Country Store - Electrical 300.00
Donnie Rideout - Car Fire 120.00
Union Hall - Furnace 50.00
Mide's Service Center - Car 85.00
G. P. Co. //5 Machine 60.00
Pat Shallow - Car 60.00
Royden Hart, Jr. - Chimney 70.00
Gordon Roberts 90.00
Royden Hart, Jr. - Oil Burner 60.00
Auction Barn 150.00
Barbara Piatt Camp 150.00
Harlan Canton 37 5.00
Dorcas Wilson - Chimney 70.00
Herb Sullivan Place 320.00
























































To the inhabitants of Groveton Village Precinct qualified to vote in
Precinct affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet in the Groveton High School Ryans
Gymnasium in said Precinct on Friday, March 26, 1982, at 7:00 p.m. for the
transaction of the following business:
ARTICLE 1. To choose by ballot, a Moderator to preside over said meeting.
ARTICLE 2. To choose by ballot, a Precinct Clerk for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 3. To choose by ballot a Precinct Commissioner for a period of
three years, and any other officers, agents and auditors for the ensuing
year
.
ARTICLE 4. To see what sum of money the Precinct will vote to raise and
appropriate for the payment of Precinct Officers' salaries, Firemen's sal-
aries and payroll, and such other incidental expenses as may arise within
the Precinct. (Recommended: $25,060.00)
ARTICLE 5. To see what sum of money the Precinct will vote to raise and
appropriate for the Collection and Disposal of Rubbish. (Recommended:
$17,000.00)
ARTICLE 6. To see what sum of money the Precinct will vote to raise and
appropriate for the purchase of new hose and equipment. (Recommended:
$5,000.00)
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Precinct will vote to change the purpose of the
"pumper fire truck" Capital Reserve Fund to the purpose of "Fire Truck
Capital Reserve Fund". (A two-thirds (2/3) vote of those present and vot-
ing is required for adoption.)
ARTICLE 8. To see what sum of money the Precinct will vote to raise and
appropriate to the Capital Reserve Fund, established for the purpose of
purchasing a fire truck, said money to be deposited with the Trustees of
Trust Fund until needed for the new equipment.
ARTICLE 9. To see what sum of money the Precinct will vote to raise and
appropriate to the Capital Reserve Fund, established for the purpose of
purchasing general type of new equipment, said money to be deposited with
the Trustees of the Trust Fund until needed for new equipment.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Precinct will vote to terminate its existence
in accord with RSA 52:21 and dispose of its corporate property and any
liabilities by transfer of same to the Town of Northumberland. (A two-
thirds (2/3) vote of those present and voting is required for adoption.)
ARTICLE 11. To transact any other business which may legally come before
said meeting.
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RECREATION PROGRAM - 1981
The 1981 Recreation Program commenced with an active skating program
at our hockey rink on the State Street Field. The Recreation Building was
supervised and heated throughout the skating season. Damage from vandals
marred an otherwise successful season.
The swimming and outdoor recreation programs were directed by James
Marshall and his staff and included; Boys Baseball, Boys Soccer, Flag
Football, Boys Basketball, Arts and Crafts, Girls Softball, Girls
Basketball, Tee Baseball, and Ping Pong. These activities were held
daily according to a weekly schedule posted at the pool and at the Arts &
Crafts Building at the beginning of each week.
Several special programs were worked into the summer program which
included: Walt Disney Films on Mondays, The Little Red Wagon from UNH, a
dog show, and a field trip to South Pond.
Over 305 people took part in the swimming lessons, which included 3
handicapped children, adults and infants. A water ballet program was
offered this year with 14 girls participating. Also offered this year
were swimming races and contests.
Again, the pool was broken into on several occasions.
The Tennis Courts again received considerable play over the spring,
summer and fall months. Some type of rest room facility is still needed
at that location.
All recreation facilities are being utilized for the benefit and en-
joyment of all townspeople.
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand - 1/1/81 $ 3,506.14
Town Appropriations 31,768.00
Pool Receipts 1,966.13
Head Start Rent 250.00
Miscellaneous
Refund on Salary Advance 50. 58
$37,540.85
EXPENDITURES
Payrool & Taxes $14,727.52
Skating - Payroll & Snow Removal 1,005.06
Pool - Supplies, Maintenance, Arts &
Crafts 2,322.02
Field Activities, Paving & Bus Trips 11,292.47
Halloween Party 486.74
Utilities 1,976.93
Advertising & Miscellaneous 67 .00
$31,877.74
Balance - Checkbook as of 12/31/81 4,579.02
Returned to Town Fund 1,084.09
$37,540.85
Respectfully submitted,
William Everleth Stewart Marshall
Shirley MacDow Josephine Mayhew
George Ververis Russell Partridge
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AMBULANCE CORPS
The Groveton Ambulance Corps under the direction of Bonnie Knapp has
been very active in 1981. The Corps has maintained its 24-hour , seven-
day-a-week coverage with twelve full-time and seven part-time crew mem-
bers. Our crew members are all trained at, and above, levels required
by the State of New Hampshire for licensure as ambulance attendants.
All crew members are involved in continuous Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscita-
tion (CPR) by written and practical examinations. We also have personnel
licensed to apply the MAST (anti-shock trauma trousers) which are avail-
able on our ambulance.
In 1981 the ambulance crews responded to 122 calls. The emergencies
ranged from minor to major injuries to include industrial and vehicle
accidents, with resulting fractures or suspected fractures, various
lacerations, abrasions, and burns, cardio-pulmonary problems (including
cardiac arrest), drug overdoses, and transfer and care for patients with
medical illnesses.
The corps has purchased equipment throughout the year to maintain
the ambulance, which is subject to strict state regulations, at top
operating levels. These purchases have been acquired through the generous
donations, memorial gifts, and annual auction funds, and time and effort
of many dedicated individuals. The Corps, in 1981, expended $4,050.00
to help purchase the "Jaws of Life", an extraordinary extrication tool.
This tool has been used locally twice within the last six months. We
will be working toward replacing and adding new equipment to our vehicle
throughout the year to maintain its level of efficiency.
We wish to extend an invitation to you to attend any meeting and to
become involved in our organization. If you desire any information, you
may contact a crew member, our director, or the town office at 636-1450.
The members wish to thank and express our appreciation to our
director, the police and fire department, organizations, Dr. Hinkley
and all persons who have supported our efforts. Our tasks would be
impossible without your dedication.
Karen Lord - Crew member
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PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING SERVICE, INC.
The Public Health Nursing Service, Inc. is a voluntary non-profit
agency which is Medicare/Medicaid certified and also maintains a contract
with Blue Cross/Blue Shield for skilled services provided to the residents
of Lancaster, Whitefield, Jefferson, Dalton, Groveton and Stark. The
agency is governed by a Board of Directors elected from the communities
served.
Skilled services provided during the year 1981 included 2901 nursing
visits, 470 physical therapy visits, and 189 speech therapy visits to
patients requiring these services in their homes. All care is delivered
under a treatment plan established by the patient's local physician.
In addition to our care of the sick program, we have been pleased to offer
several illness prevention programs.
In conjunction with the State of New Hampshire, Bureau of Maternal
& Child Health 78 children are taking advantage of our Well Child Clinics
which are held monthly. The clinics provide, in addition to the physical
examination, hearing, vision, urine screening, developmental testing,
nutrition counseling and immunizations to all children in the town served.
Dental clinics are held twice a year, and Pre-School Hearing and Vision
testing are available each year.
Monthly Blood Pressure clinics are held in each town served. We have
worked closely with local Lions Clubs and the Groveton Moose Club to pro-
vide Adult Health Screening clincs with Lancaster Public Health Nursing
Service responsible for any needed follow-up.
Visits to residents of the towns served are based on service needed,
regardless of race, color, creed, sex or ability to pay.
As federal programs are decreased and funding sources become more
stringent with their criteria, citizens of our service area are going to
look to local resources to assist with health maintenance and illness
prevention programs more and more—we will be here, growing and changing
to meet your needs.
Respectfully submitted,
Roberta Daycock, R.N., Director
Public Health Nursing Service, Inc.
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NORTH COUNTRY COUNCIL, INC.
North country Council assisted the Town of Northumberland by preparing
amendments to the zoning ordinance; and discussed a potential downtown
improvement program with the Town Manager.
The past year was a busy one for the Council in terms of providing a
variety of information and technical assistance to the towns in our region.
For nine months, the Council had an active Business Development Program
with a staff member contacting industries in southern New Hampshire and
northern Massachusetts to discuss the characteristics and advantages of
the regions 's growth centers and labor force. As a result, several com-
panies expressed serious interest in locating their industries in the North
Country. The Council was also very active in other aspects of economic
development including initiation of an industrial park study in Lancaster
and providing assistance to the Littleton Industrial Development Corpora-
tion in expanding their Park. An application was prepared and submitted to
the Economic Development Administration for a $600,000 Revolving Loan Fund
to help finance the location of industries in growth center communities.
The mainstay of our assistance to towns has been community planning.
The Council staff met throughout the year with planning boards, boards of
adjustment, and master plan committees to discuss solutions to local com-
munity issues - such as zoning, subdivision review, sign, parking and
mobile home regulations, recreation, and more.
On behalf of the Council and its Board of Directors, we want to thank
you for your support during the past year and hope that the Town will





PROPERTY TAX VALUATIONS - 1981
Assessed valuations before applying Elderly and Blind exemptions
Land Bldg
Achilles, Norman 1850 10000
Adair, Kenneth 3240 2000
Aggi, Oscar 3600 10900
Aiken, Hugh 2450 3600
C.U. 830
Akesson, Robert 1850 8000
C.U. 93




Alexander, Richard 1850 3000
Allin, Glen 2450 5000
Allin, Marlene 1350 4500
Allin, Merle 1850 1440
Anderson, John 2450 8000
Anderson, Wendall 1350 8000
Andritz, James 3100 5000
Arietta, Alphonse 1350 5000
it M 1350 6700




Arsenault, Darrell 2450 5800
ii it 900
Arsenault, Donald 1350 7300
Arsenault, Elizabeth 1850 5000
Ash, Ronald 1350 5400
Astle, Edgar 1350 5500
Atkinson, Thomas 1350 5000
Aubut, Gerard 1850 5550
Audit, Alfred 1850 1800
Auger, Albert 2450 8000
Auger, Louis 2450 5000
Aylward, Leo J. 1850 10000
Bacon, Earl 1350 4000
Bacon, Wava 2000
Bag Hill Enterprise 3100
"C.U. 8000
Bailey, Everett 1850 10500
Baird, Brion 2450 13000
C.U. 765
ii ii 1850 7000
Ball, Erwin 1350 2000
Ball, Harriet 1350 5000
Earnard, James 2450 7550
Barnes, Carl 1850 2500
C.U. 2430








































































































































































































C. C. T. Investments
•i ••
Call, John
2450 5800 Call, Sandow 1850
1350 5000 Call, Selina 900
2450 3000 ii n 1350 1800
1850 6000 C.U. 212
1850 6500 Canadian National 16200
2450 3900 Canton, Florence 1850 5000
2700 Cantin, Reynold 2450 5500
2450 6300 Caouette, Theodore 1350 3900
1850 5400 Cardin, John 1350 5000
500 Caron, Daniel 2450 2500
1350 5000 Caron, Ernest 1350 7000
1350 5000 Caron, Paul 1350 4000
1350 3000 Caron, Roland 1350 6000
800 Carter, Elder 800
200 Carter, Floyd 1850 7000
1350 5700 Carver, Helen 1850 4200
1350 4100 Carver, Ora 1350 6000
1850 5400 Cass, Stephen 1850 8000
1850 5000 Cass, Elmer 1350 3000
1250 Cass, Thomas 1350
1850 5000 ii •• 1350 4500
1350 4200 Cayer, Richard 7300
1850 5400 Chadwick, Florence Est 1350 5500
1850 6000 Chadwick, Michael 900 2200
1850 7000 Chapman, Bertha & Mary 2400 7100
900 4200 Charbonneau, Charles 1350 5000
150 Charbonneau, Isaie 1850 6000
300 Charlette, Ruth 1350 5500
1350 5400 Charron, Dennis 1850 7000
1850 5100 ii »i 1620 5000
900 Charron, Henry 1350
3300 6200 ii it 900 5000
1850 7000 Chauvette, Roger 3100 6600
1850 6000 Chessman, Frank 2450 7080
1350 3000 Chilafoe, Abbie 2450 3000
2450 5000 Choquette, Roger C.U. 1200
1850 5000 Christopher, Shirley 3240 6600
2450 5500 Cilibrasi, Luigi 2450 4000
1000 C.U. 170
3600 Clark, Dean 1350 5800
2450 6000 Clark, Irene 1850 5000
3100 Clark, Richard 1850 5000
1500 Clement, Raymond 3240 6200
3800 Cloutier, Albert 5000
1350 5000 Cloutier, Antonio 1850 6000
2450 5000 Cloutier, Emila 900 2500
1850 6000 Cloutier, Eugene 2450 4200
1350 5000 Cloutier, Gerard 1850 4200
3500 Cloutier, Ivan 900 2400
1850 3600 Cloutier, Lorenzo 2450 4900
3240 6000 Cloutier, Mark 2450
2450 6000 Cloutier, Minnie 1850 5000
4050 7280 Cloutier, Monique 1850 5000
1850 4800 Cloutier, Paul 1850 4200
2450 2000 Cloutier, Rosario 1350 6000










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Gray, Harland 1350 6400
Gray, Mark 3575 7000
C u. 800
Greene, William C ,u. 1943
11 »i
c u. 1521
n M c u. 3779
ii ii 1620
c u. 2272
Gries, Daniel 2450 4300
c u. 224
Griffith, Florence 2450 5000
Groleau, Real 1350 5400
ti ii 1350 6000
Grondin, Paul 4860 15200
Grout, Doris 2450 4500
Groveton Fish & Game
C u. 1080
Groveton Paper Board 30000 432000
Groveton Paper Co 355390
1500000
it ii 4860 9000





Guay, Lionel 1850 5100
Guildhall, Town of 600
Guile, Larry 2450 6500
Gulick, Raymond 1350 4000
Haas, Jon 1850 6100
Hall, Addison 1850
Hall, George 1850 7 200
Hall, Herbert 1850 5100
Hall, Max 2450 6300
Hand, Gerard 2450 4000
Hand, Kenneth 1850 5700
Handler, John C u. 166
Harmer, Marcia 1350 4000
Hart, Emolleen 2450
Hart, John 1350 6600
Hart, Lillian 1850 6000
Hart, Richard D 1350 5500
Hart, Richard W 1850 6500
Hart, Robert 1850 5000
Hart, Royden Sr 2450 5000
Hart, Royden Jr 1850 5000
ii ii 1850 5000
Hartlen, Blaine 2450 4500
Hartlen, Donald 1850 7 200
Hartlen, Gary 3700
Hartshorn, RaymondC.U . 2350
it ti c.u . 150
Hawes, Winston 1350 7000
Hawks ley, Fay 1350 5000
Hawksley, Frank 1350 5400




























































































































































Island Farms, Inc. 3400 12000 LaCasse, Ronald
it ti 6950 35500 Lacombe, Charles
C.U. 16600 it it
it it 1350 3000 LaFlamme, Earl
ii ii 2450 8000 LaF 1amme , Howe 1
1
it ii 2450 13000 Laiuppa, Julius
Israel, Samuel 1620 6700 Lakin, Arlene
James River Corp. C.U. 600 Lancaster National Bank
Jarvis, Fred 2450 2500 it it ii
Jarvis, Marguerite 1350 4500 Landry, Charles
Jewell, Bradley 2450 8400 Landry, Raymond
Jewell, Curtis 1850 6000 Lang, James
Jewell, Ernest 1850 6000 Langley, Dennis
Jewell, John 2450 4200 Langley, George
Jewett, Frederick 3240 2000 Langley, Paul
ii ii 4050 12200 Langlois, Donald
Johnson Products 4500 n it
Johnson, Alma 1350 5500 LaRoche, Dollard
Johnson, Edwin 1850 600 it ti
Johnson, Kenneth 2450 it ti
Johnson, Larry 3900 LaRoche, Lorea
Johnson, Lawrence 215 LaRoche, Maurice
Johnson, Pauline 1850 5100 Lavoie, Albert
Johnson, Raymond 5130 10300 Lavoie, David
ti ii 1620 4800 LeClair, Paul
Johnson, Stanford 1850 6000 ii it
Johnson, William 3100 10200 LeClerc , Odina
Jordan, John 1850 5000 it it
Jordan, Ruberta 2450 4000 LeClere, Arthur
C.U. 970 LeClere, Barbara
C.U. 185 LeClere, Raymond
Joy, Leslie 1350 2000 LeCog, John
ii it 2450 8500 Ledger, Stewart
Joy , Nancy 1350 2700 LeDuc, Michel
Joyce, William C.U. 1100 LeMay, Hilda
Kelly, Edna 1350 3300 Lewis , Archie
Kennett, Bernard 1350 5000 Lewis, Warren
Kenne- 1 , Herber
t
4000 Libby, Charles
Henney, Thomas 1350 5500 Liebeskind, Stephen
Kimball, Richard 1350 5000 Livingstone, CharlesC.U
King, Linda 1350 2800 Locke, Walter
it ii 1350 4000 Lord, Stuart
King, Theodore 1350 6000 Lovering, Bruce
Kingston, Durwood 1350 5400 Loyal Order of Moose
Knapp, Leslie 1850 3000 Lufkin , Danny
Knights, John 1350 5000 Lunn, Glenn
Knowlton, Clement 1850 Lurvey, Bernard
Knowlton, Marion Est. 1850 5500 MacDow, James
it ii 1350 Maguire, Dennis
LaBounty, Gary 2450 4900 Maguire, Forrest
LaBounty, Timothy 1350 3300 C.U.
LaBrecque, Bethany 2400 Maguire, Irene
LaBrecque, Elwood 2450 5000 Mahurin, Flora
LaBrecque, Gerard 3000 Mahurin, Shepard
ii ii 2450 6000 Main, James




















































































































Marshall, Harold E. Jr.
ii ii








































2450 3000 McGuire, Rilma Estate 1620
1850 5100 ii ii ii p .U.1000
1350 6400 ii ii 900 1000
3700 C.,U. 750
3900 McKenzie, Raymond 1350
1850 5000 ii ii 3100 7800
2450 5000 ii M 1350 4000
1350 4500 McLain, Chesley 2450 6100
1640 McLaughlin, Pearl 2450 5000
2450 7000 McLeod , Norman 1350 5000
1350 4500 McMann, Benjamin 1350 5000
2450 6800 McMann, Charles 3100
746 McMann, Harriett 2800 9500
1350 5500 McMann, Lucille 2450 4500
2000 C.U. 890
1350 McMann, Stephen 2450 4000
635 Mellet, Edwin 2450 7400
4000 Menzies, Douglas 2450 5000
2450 8550 C.U. 120
3700 3800 Merriam, Gary 3100 8100
3800 Merrill, John 1350 5000
2450 6500 Merrill, Richard 2450 6000
1350 5000 Merrill, Warren C. 1850 6000
1350 5000 Merrow, Allan 2450 6800
250 Merrow, Charles 500
570 ii M 3100 5000
3700 Methot, Lillian 3100 5700
80 Meunier, Helen 1350 5000
3700 2000 Meunier, Leo 2450 4500
1500 Meunier, Phillip 1850 4200
3900 Michaud, Maurice 2450 6000
1350 6000 Micucci, Louis 1350
2450 4000 Miles, David 1350 5000
1350 5000 Miles, Glen Sr. 1850 5500
1850 5000 Miles, Herbert 2450 6300
90 Miller, John 1350 2000
1850 4000 Miller, Ruth 1850
750 Mills, Harold 1350 4000
1350 5500 Mills, Margaret 1350 4000
2550 1180 Mills, Michael 1850 6600
2700 3000 Moffett, Donald 1850 6600
210 Montayne, Howard 1850 5500
1350 Montgomery, Eugene 2450 5400
1850 7100 Mooers, H. Brian 1850 6150
1850 6000 Morehouse, Brandon 2450 6000
150 C.U. 100
1350 4000 Morey, Kenneth 2400
300 Morey, Peter 2450 9100
300 ii ti 1850 6000
1850 5500 Morin Oil Co. 2450 500
1850 4550 Morrison, Dorothy 1350 5000
3900 Moyse, Earl 1850 4200
1850 4000 it ii 300
1850 4000 Mueller, Mrs. Walter 3900
1850 6000 Muise, Arthur 3100 9200
1350 3500 Muller, Theodore Jr. 1850 6000

















































































































Pelchat, Robert 1850 3300
Pelletier, Armand 1350 4000
Pelletier, Mary Heirs 1850 5000
Penney, Amelia 1350 5000



































Potter, Howard 1850 5000
Potter, J. Richard 1850 6500
Potter, Leroy 1350 4000









































Ramsay, Gordon 3100 9100
Redmond, Germaine 2450 6000
Reed, Clarence 1850 2500
Reilly, Peter 2150 6600
Reynolds, Clarence 3100 3000
Reynolds, Daniel 1350 5100
Reynolds, Eugene 2450 3000
C.U. 542
Reynolds, William 3100 10000
Rice, H. Lee 2450 5000
Rice, James 900 2700
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Rich, John 2450 5000 Scott, Ellsworth Est. 1850 6000
Rich, Leo 1850 5200 Scott, Keene 1350 6000
Richard, Leo 1350 5400 Shannon, Fred 2450 2500
Richards, Frank 2450 5100 Shannon, Otis 1850 5000
Ricker, George 1350 900 Shannon, Roland 1350 5000
Riendeau, Donald 1850 5400 Sharratt, William 2450 3800
Riendeau, George 1850 6150 Sheltry, Donald 1850 6000
Riendeau, Zepher Heirs 4600 8400 Sheltry, Jennie 1350 4000
Rivers, Wilson 1350 4000 Sheltry, Kathleen 1850 5500
Roberge, Roland 1350 4000 Sheltry, Richard 2450 6300
Robert, Albert 1350 6000 Shoff, Lynwood 1850 5400
Robinson, Dana 1350 5000 Shores, Heirs Of 1850 2400
Robinson, Edmund 1850 6000 C.U. 1640
Robinson, Frederick 4050 9000 Shufelt, David 1350 5000
Robinson, Ira 1350 4000 Simino, Roger 600 7 20
Robinson, Maurice 1350 5000 C.U. 1512
Roby, Francis 1350 4000 ti tt 2450 10000
Roby, Lillian 1350 2150 Simonds, Arthur A. 2450 10000
Rosebrook, William Sr. 1350 4000 Simonds, Arthur L. 2400 5400
Rosebrook, William Jr. 3300 6100 Simpson, Jon 3600
Routhier, BernardC.U. 2028 Singer, Edward 900 2430
it h 2450 8400 it ti 900 1380
C.U. 1290 Singer, Ronald 3200
Routhier, Gerard 2450 3500 Slaby, John 1850
Rowden, Ralph 2450 5000 Sloat, Bruce 2450 6500
Roy, Richard 1850 7800 C.U. 2970
Rushmore Paper C.U. 1250 Sloat, Mary 2450 5600
" " C.U. 1000 C.U. 1100
Russ, Doris 3100 5100 C.U. 2000
ti •• 1350 tt ii 500 2000
it it 2700 1200 Smith, Francis 1850 6100
tt ti 900 600 Smith, F. & T. C.U. 250
it tt 900 600 Smith, Frank 1850 6000
it tt 900 1620 Smith, Mansel 1350 5000
tt ti 900 600 Smith, Merle 1350 5000
tt tt 1350 3900 Smith, Merle Jr. 500
it tt 1850 3900 Smith, Rexford 1350 4000
Ryan , John 1850 8000 Smith, Robert 2450 4500
tt ti 810 Smith, Theodore 3900
Ryan, Lena 1350 5000 Snelling, Clifford 2450 2500
Ryans Fuel Service 3240 10000 Sparrow, Stephan 1350 5000
S & W Market 16200 50000 Spaulding, Raymond 925 4500
Salter, Robert 6000 3000 Spaulding, Shirley 900 6000
Sanborn, C. Dean 2450 9000 Sprague, William C.U. 2500
Sanborn, James 3000 St. Cyr, Richard 1850 4700
Savage, Harold 4000 St. Onge, Michael 2450 3000
Savage, James 1850 5000 St. Onge, Norice 1850 4000
Savage , Keith 3800 Stanton, George 2450 4000
Savage, Leo & Frank 6500 2000 Stellar, Linda C.U. 500
C.U. 467 Stevens, Rolland 4860 8800
Savage & Carr •1875 200 it tt 1350 6000
C.U. 1880 ii ti 3240 1800
Savage, Sharon 1850 4000 Stevens, George 3240 3000
Schleper, David 8100 27000 Stevens, Harold C.U. 1460
Schwirzer, Charles 1350 2100 tt it 1850 4500
Scott, Elbert 1850 5000 Stevens, Kenneth 1350 5000
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Stoddard, Sherry 1350 6200 Washburn, Ruben C,,U. 4200
Stone, Nicholas 1850 5700 Watson, Richard 1350 5800
Streeter, Dorothy Est. 4000 Weagle, James 1350 4500
Styles, Robert 1350 8100 Welch, John 1850 6300
Styles, Thomas M. 3650 7000 Wells, Thurley 4000
Styles, Thomas S. 2450 6000 Wemyss , J. C. , Jr .C.U. 794
it M 3240 6800 Wemyss, J. C. & C .C.U. 183
Styles, William Est. 4590 7800 Wemyss, J. C. Jr. C.U. 966
Sullivan, Herbert 2500 it ti 8100 33600
Sullivan, John 2450 6000 C.U. 4880
Sullivan, Mike 1350 6000 Wemyss, J. C. Sr
.
1850 5000
Swift, Millard 1350 6000 Wemyss, J. C. Jr. 4050 10000
Swift, Roderick 1350 5400 it ti 2*50 5000
Tarbell, Eugene 1000 it tt C.U. 1350
Taylor, Florence 1850 7000 it it C.U. 2700
Taylor, Walter 1850 7500 it ti C.U. 3414
Temple, Franklin 4140 Wheeler, Gary 3800
it ii 1850 Wheelock, Alan 1850 8100
Tetreault, Bradley 1850 3000 Wheelock, Lloyd 1850
Tetreault, David 1850 6500 ti it 1350 6200
Tetreault, Joseph 1350 7000 White, Douglas 2450 6000
Tetreault, Lawrence 2450 4700 White, Evelyna 1850 6000
Tetreault, Raymond 1350 6000 White, Gary 1850 5000
Tetu, Charles 3100 13600 White, Michael 3800
ii it 1350 4000 White, Mildred 1350 4000
Theriault, Arlene 1850 5000 White, Richard 2450 6000
Thibodeau, Napolean 1850 5700 Whiting, Linwood 1850 4000
Til ley, Anita 1350 4500 Wiles, Norman 1850 7000
Tillotson, Charles Est .1850 6000 Wilkinson, Paul 2450 6900
Tillotson, Dean 1850 6500 Willard, Burton Est. 1850 5000
Tilton, Arnold 2450 6000 Wilson, Bernice 1850 4500
Tilton, Channie 1850 4500 Wilson, Dorcas 1350 3000
Tilton, Florence 3100 3500 Winnepesaukee Lines 5740
Tippitt, Warren 900 5000 Woodward , David 1850 6900
Tisdale, Cecil 900 Woodward, Elvin 2450
it ii 1850 7000 C .u. 546
Tisdale, Delford 1350 3000 ti ti 2450 9550
Tobin, Robert 1850 6300 Woodward, Lawrence 1850 2000
Trask, Winifred 1850 5000 ii it 1350 4500
Treamer, Elmer 1350 4000 Woodward, Neil 2450 8000
Trecarten, Warren 1350 5000 Woodward, Rose 1850 5000
it ii
-i 1350 Worth, Marcelle 1350 6200
Tremain, Adams, & Bonura Wright, Ernest 2450 2500
9720 160000 Wright, Kenneth 2450 1000
Tremblay, Victor 3100 5000 Wright, Stanley 2450
Unknown Owners 32150 •t it 3100 4500
Vautier & Gay 8935 Wylie, Roy 1850 5900
Ververis, George 2450 8100 York, Rex 2450 6000
Ververis, Pauline 1850 5000 Young, Steven 900 4000
Viger, Gerard 2450 3500 Young, Clifford 1350 5600
C.U. 400 Young, Roland 1850 5000
Wa Id ruff, Ronald 2450 6300 Young, Thomas 1350 7000
Wa] 1 , Eleanor 24 30 Young, Victor 1350 5000












C. U. Current Use Land - 10 acres or more
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N.H. STATE TAX COMMISSION
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TENTATIVE SCHOOL WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of Northumberland quali-
fied to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet in Groveton High School Gymnasium
in said district on Saturday, March 13, 1982, at 2:00 o'clock in the
afternoon to act upon the subjects hereinafter mentioned. The polls
will be open at said place and date from 2:00 o'clock in the afternoon
until 5:00 o'clock in the afternoon for the reception of your ballots
under the non partisan ballot system; furthermore you are hereby
warned that on said date and place, at 2:30 o'clock in the afternoon
the matters of appropriations and such other business properly coming
before said meeting will be taken up for your consideration and action.
1. To choose by non partisan ballot the following district
officers for the ensuing year; a moderator, a district clerk
a district treasurer, two auditors, two members of the school
board for the ensuing three years , and one member of the school
board for one year.
2. To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees, or officers
heretofore chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
3. To see if the district will vote to accept the provisions of
Title I, Public Law 89-10 (Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965) and to appropriate such funds as may be made
available to the district under said Federal Act for the parti-
cular projects as may be determined by the school board.
Further, to see if the district will authorize the school board
to make application for such funds and to expend the same for
such projects as it may designate.
4. To see if the district will vote to accept the provisions of
the Federal and State School Lunch and Special Milk Program,
and to appropriate such funds as may be made available to the
district under such programs as may be determined by the
school board. Further, to see if the district will authorize the
school board to make application for such funds and to expend
the same for such programs as it may designate.
5. To see if the district will authorize the school board to make
application for, to receive and expend in the name of the
district such advances, grants-in-aid or other funds for
educational purposes as may now or hereafter be forthcoming
from the U. S. Government and/or State Agencies
48
6. To see if voters of this community will vote to form a Parent,
Teacher, Organization (P.T.O) in the Groveton schools and
to take effect immediately. (Signed by 28 voters).
7. To see if the townspeople of Groveton will vote to adopt a
break down resolution of the Special Education Program and
the Nurse's Report by teachers' names, assistants, aides,
enrollments, testings, evaluations, referrals and program titles
(Signed by 11 voters)
8. To see if the district will vote to elect its district officers at
the annual town meeting beginning in March, 1983.
9. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $59,308.00 for the payment of salaries and fringe
benefits under the terms of a Collective Bargaining Agreement
for the year 1982-83. (Included in the proposed 1982-83
budget)
.
10. To see what sum of money the district will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of
salaries of school district officials and agents and for the
payments of the statutory obligations of the district.
11. To transact any business that may lawfully come before said
meeting
.








REPORT OF THE TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1981
SUMMARY




Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from Tuitions









Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year
Less School Board Orders Paid
$1,386,354.22
1,386,296.39
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TRANSMITTAL AND COMMENTARY LETTER
The School Board
Northumberland School District
Groveton, New Hampshire 03528
Members of the Board:
We have examined the financial statements of the various funds and
account groups of the Northumberland School District for the year ended
June 30, 1981 and have issued our report thereon, dated October 8, 1981.
As part of our examination we reviewed and tested the District's system
of internal accounting controls to the extent we considered necessary to
evaluation the system as required by generally accepted auditing standards.
Under these standards, the purpose of such evaluation is to establish a
basis for reliance thereon to determine the nature, timing and extent of
such auditing procedures that are necessary for expressing an opinion on
the financial statements. Such study and evaluation disclosed the following
conditions that we believe to be material weaknesses.
General Accounting System
Our review of the School District's general accounting system disclosed
the following material weaknesses in internal accounting controls.
Revenues are not maintained as part of the accounting system.
Additional manual analysis of the system's output is necessary
to reconcile with cash balances.
The system does not provide a history of expenditures for non-
payroll items limiting the value of the accounting process.
We strongly recommend that District officials consider the establishment
of a comprehensive system that will alleviate the deficiencies as discussed.
Such a system would provide District officials with a higher level of confidence
that local government resources are being properly used. In addition, the
present fragmented system must be integrated into a complete accounting system
in order to meet the District's various Information needs.
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School Food Service Program
We believe District officials should review the Food Service Program.
We have compiled a schedule of the excess of expenditures over revenues before
tax dollar subsidies for each of the last three years.
Year Ended June 30,
1981 1980 1979
Revenues $88,423 $ 84,998 $67,3Q2
Expenditures 96,800 101,329 70,717
Operating Loss ($ 8,377) ($ 16,331) ($ 3,415)
In order to make up the school lunch deficits, transfers of tax dollars from
the General Fund exceeded budgeted amounts by 540% in fiscal 1980 and 162% in
fiscal 1981, thus significantly contributing to the deficit position of the
District.
Among the factors contributing to the deficits is a lack of control
mechanisms to monitor food service expenditures. As in the past we recommend
that the District adopt a budget for its Food Service Fund and include a
comparison with budgeted vs. actual amounts as part of its iterim reporting
procedures. As a stop gap measure we recommend that District officials very
closely monitor school lunch revenues and expenditures for the current fiscal
year. This is very important in this time of uncertain Federal subsidies
which have historically contributed approximately 607o of school lunch revenues.
In addition we recommend that District officials implement some control over
school lunch receipts at point of sale.
As part of their review officials could consider raising menu prices
particularly for non-student users and undertaking a program of cost reduction,
Cash Management and Forecasting
The District experienced severe cash flow problems during 1980-81. While
this problem is partly attributable to the District's deficit we believe that
certain weaknesses in internal control were contributing factors.
1. Bank accounts were not reconciled on a monthly basis . The lack of
performing such a standard control procedure renders any attempt at
cash management a:id forecasting impossible.
2. .Revenues not included as part of the accounting system. This weakness
discussed in the preceding paragraph prevents District officials from
effectively determining their cash needs.
3. Policies are not in effect to insure prompt collection of local
revenues . 45% of year- end receivables are due from local School
Districts. By not requiring prompt payment for services rendered
to other local units of government, Northumberland is providing
those governments with an interest free loan and contributing
unnecessarily to its cash flow problems.
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Cash management, always an important management tool, is especially
critical when the District is in a deficit position. We recommend District
officials throughly review their cash needs and work out a realistic schedule
of tax payments with the Northumberland Selectmen's office.
Other
The objective of internal control is to provide reasonable but not
absolute, assurance as to safeguarding of assets against loss from unauthor-
ized used or disposition, and the reliability of financial records for
preparing financial statements and maintaining accountability for assets.
The concept of reasonable assurances recognizes that the cost of a system
of internal accounting control should not exceed the benefits derived and
also recognizes that the evaluation of these factors necessarily requires
estimates and judgments by management.
There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in considering
the potential effectiveness of any system of internal accounting control. In
the performance of most control procedures, errors can result from misunder-
standing of instructions, mistakes of judgment, carelessness or other personal
factors. Control procedures whose effectiveness depends upon segregation of
duties can be circumvented by collusion. Similarly, control procedures can be
circumvented intentionally by management with respect to the estimates and
judgments required in the preparation of financial statements. Further projec-
tion of any evaluation of internal accounting control to future periods is
subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes
in conditions and that the degree of compliance with the procedures may
deteriorate.
The following conditions, while not material weaknesses in internal
accounting control merit your consideration.
Our study and evaluation of the District's system of internal accounting
control for the year ended June 30, 1981 which was set forth in the first
paragraph, would not necessarily disclose all weaknesses in the system.
Inventory of Fixed Assets
As is the practice with many New Hampshire School Districts, the
Northumberland School District has not maintained a records of its fixed
assets. In order to adequately maintain control of its existing fixed assets
we recommend the District cause an inventory of these assets as soon as
practical. As part of their long-term policies, District officials should
initiate fixed asset records. Cost or consideration given is the generally
accepted method for valuing fixed assets and should be recorded on all new
acquisitions. Where adequate documentation of cost is unavailable for existing
fixed assets, an estimate of the original cost is an acceptable standard under
accounting principles for governmental entities. The existenco^of fixed asset
records will not only aid District officials in their control of these assets,
but should be an invaluable tool in long-range planning.
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Student Activity Funds
Included in the Student Activities Funds is the athletic account, sums
are transferred from the General Fund to this account and individual checks
are issued from the athletic account to referees and umpires at the time the
games are played. This activity should be accounted for under the General
Fund.
Student Scholarship Funds
The High School principal has been entrusted with the custody of two
scholarship funds during the period under audit. The School District has
no authority to hold such funds and should them over to the Town of North-
umberland Trustees of Trust Funds.
Publication Requirement
The provisions of R.S.A. 71-A:21 require that only this letter shall
be published in the next annual report of the School District.
However, we suggest that you consider the publication of the entire
report which includes auditor's opinion, financial statements and notes to
financial statements. No portion of either the auditor's opinion, financial
statements or notes to financial statements may be published separately.
We extend our thanks to the officials and employees of the Northumberland
School District for their assistance during the course of our audit.
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
jad
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Groveton, New Hampshire 03528
We have examined the combined financial statements of the Northumberland
School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1981, as listed in the
table of contents. Our examination was made in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included such other auditing
procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
The Food Service Fund does not maintain control over the lunch sales
receipts. Therefore, we limited our testing of school lunch revenues to the
reconciling of recorded receipts with bank deposits.
The Northumberland School District has not maintained a record of its
general fixed assets, and accordingly a statement of general fixed assets,
required by generally accepted accounting principles is not included in the
financial report.
In our opinion, except for the omission of the schedule of fixed assets
and the effects of the scope limitation on the Food Service Fund as discussed
in the preceding paragraphs, the combined financial statements referred to
above present fairly the financial position of the Northumberland School District
at June 30, 1981, and the results of its operations and the changes in financial
position of its proprietary fund types for the year then ended, in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with
that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming on the combined
financial statements taken as a whole. The combining, financial statements
listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional
analysis and are not a required part of the combined financial statements of
the Northumberland School District. The information has been subjected to the
auditing procedures applied in the examination of the combined financial state-
ments and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation
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Sweepstakes $ 10,790 --
Incentive Aid 826 --
Foster Children 1,000 --
Area Vocational (Transportation) 15,000 $ 20,000
Driver Education 3,000 3,000
Handicapped Aid 13,000 22,422
Child Nutrition 20,100 20,100
ESEA 17,000 13,271
Vocational Education 3,000 3,000
National Forest Reserve 1,000 1,000
Tuition 160,000 145,000
Other 1,200 5,700






































SUPERINTENDENT ' S SALARY
1980-81
State's Share
Northumberland School District's Share
Stratford School District's Share









Northumberland School District's Share
Stratford School District's Share







REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSE
1980-1981 SCHOOL YEAR
Screening - 669 students screened for height, weight,
vision and hearing
258 students screened for blood pressure
Referrals - vision - 22 students
hearing - 9 students
Physicals - Athletic - 79
Grade - 125
Pre school - 15
staff - 30
Referrals - orthopedic - 2 students
Cardiac - 1 student
Dental Examinations - 163 students examined
43 students had work done
TB Test - 43 students
54 staff members
Immunizations - MMR -
Measles - 3




Pre-school - 30 students registered
Pre school vision and hearing clinic screening - 16 students screened
Referrals - vision - 1
hearing -
Evaluated by the school nurse - 667 students
Elementary School - 494 students
297 complaints
197 first aid




Growing Up Series for boys and girls 5th & 6th grade*
Involvement with Me-Me program, drugs and alcohol
prevention (pilot)
Involvement with Adapts Program - drug and alcohol
prevention 9th grade program.
Rubella Audit done to reimmunize all students given
this vaccine under 1 year of age - clinic held and
vaccine given.
Respectfully submitted,
JUNE F. PARTRIDGE, R.N.
School Nurse
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REPORT OF THE OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
The school year began on a fast paced note, with many major concerns
over the uncertainty of Federal Funds resulting from President Reagan's
budget cuts, and concern over the limitations in the State's funding
sources as well. Despite the budget implications those factors posed
for the school districts as we planned our programs for the 1982-1983
school year, the school climate began in all buildings with a productive,
businesslike approach from faculty and students alike.
One of the most significant aspects of our elementary programs this
year has been the trial adoption of the Spalding Phonics Program for all
children up through Grade Three. A teacher training Workshop was held
for a two week period after school to introduce the program and its spec-
ial teaching techniques to staff members new to Spalding, and to refresh
and reinforce the program for teachers who had participated in the orig-
inal training two years ago. The program itself is perhaps one of the
more basic, fundamental, and effective approaches to teaching reading
available today, and it is one that has had proven success for the past
two decades throughout the country. In fact, the use of phonics, or the
sounds letters make in words, to teach reading has its origin in the early
days of public education in the United States, going back to the time
honored McGuffey Readers of the 1800' s. Early results from the classrooms
indicate that most children move ahead much more than a full grade level
in reading, spelling, and other areas of Language Arts. The staff is
beginning to focus next on Mathematic Programs which will provide similar
successful results.
Increased attention to Special Education for the handicapped has
resulted in expansion of services in some areas, particularly in providing
psychological counseling and assessments. The part-time services from
the previous school year were insufficient to meet all of our counseling
and testing needs, and it was necessary to purchase or contract from
private providers. However, those excess costs have been dramatically
reduced by having the psychologist available for four days per week in-
stead of the previous day-and-a-half . The savings are approximately fifty
percent over contracting these required services privately. The State
Department of Education conducted an on-site program audit and compliance
review in October, and as a result approved our programs until June of
1983. SAU 58 was the first in New Hampshire to receive approval under
the new State Standards for the Education of the Handicapped since the
passage of Legislation, RSA 186: C. Our programs are exemplary and attract
tuition students from other school districts which lack special facilities
for the handicapped, and a North Country Workshop was conducted in Strat-
ford for all Special Education Teachers in towns from Pittsburg to White-
field in the fall.
The final phase of the federally supported energy conservation
measures was entered, with many of the projects coming to completion.
Storm windows, caulking, insulation and other fuel saving materials were
employed in the schools, with half the costs being paid for with Federal
Funds. Although this winter has not been as initially severe as in prior
years, oil consumption rates have declined, which can be attributed both
to the application of energy conserving materials and increased attention
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to and monitoring of thermostat settings, boiler conditions, and general
energy consciousness of people using the schools.
GROVETQN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
On the opening day of school for Groveton Elementary School, enroll-
ment was 311 pupils for grades K-6. As the result of renovation and re-
modeling projects, the students and staff returned to school with several
major changes in location of classrooms and use of facilities.
The third floor classrooms of the main building were renovated. As
a result of the project, the third floor provided space for two classrooms
and space for two small rooms for a teacher's room and a supply office for
the music and art programs. Another summer project involved the remodel-
ing of the basement area which provided an office for the cafeteria pro-
gram and needed storage space.
As the result of the projects, all of the regular classrooms for
grades K-6 were located in the main building for the first time since
1968. The main building also provides space and facilities for the spec-
ial education resource room, school nurse, library, offices and a kitchen-
cafeteria. Three small rooms at the Methodist Church for Title I and
remedial reading are rented.
The elementary curriculum provides a program in art, language arts,
mathematics, music, physical education, science, spelling and social
studies. The direction and emphasis of the curriculum has continued to
stress and place emphasis on the basic language arts and mathematics
skills. Groveton Elementary School has the status of "approved elementary
school" and meets 90% of the state's required minimum standards including
the basics of reading, writing, and arithmetic. The school continues to
receive valuable services from North Country Education Services. NCES
provides a library of media materials for classroom use such as films,
filmstrips and other education software. NCES provides schools with a
audiovisual repair service. In addition NCES provides regional assistance
by providing our school with a school psychologist, speech therapist and
a special education consultant.
Title I, a federally funded project for youngsters, provides tutoring
for thirty to forty children. Children selected for the program receive
about a half hour per day of small group tutoring in areas of language
arts or mathematics. Selection is based on teacher recommendations,
classroom performance and test results. Parents, teachers, and Title I
staff are members of an advisory committee which continually monitors
the project and provides direction for future development.
GROVETON HIGH SCHOOL
The school year of 1981-82 has been a very interesting year. Due to
the unanticipated budget reduction, many programs in both educational and
building maintenance had to be adjusted.
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The English department's elective program, eliminated in order to
utilize a teacher as a parttime librarian, was necessary since the posi-
tion of librarian aide was cut by budget reduction. Renovations planned
for the music room, library, hallways, cafeteria and the administration
office were also eliminated. Maintenance to the buildings was limited
to cleaning and painting. Only broken window panes were replaced, leav-
ing cracked window panes in place.
The school cocurricular program dropped all activities except:
National Honor Society, Student Council, Varsity Boys' and Girls'
Basketball, and Varsity Baseball, Varsity Softball. As a result Groveton
High School became the only school in the state not to have an interscho-
lastic fall sports program. An intramural program, established by con-
cerned staff members who volunteered their time after school, was success-
ful to the extent that it was well-organized; However, the students were
dissatisfied due to the fact that the competition was not of the same
intensity or interest that is generated when competing against another
high school, which reflects the one major weakness with an intramural
program displacing competition between schools and communities.
Because of these adjustments, Groveton High School's classification
as a "Provisional comprehensive" high school was lowered to that of
"approved" high school by the State of New Hampshire. The significance
of this may not be realized immediately; however, should these changes
in the school's program become permanent, adverse effects will surely
result. In addition to the actions taken by the State Department of
Education, the New England Association of Schools and Colleges reviewed
Groveton High School's follow-up report on its evaluation of 1979-1980.
Due to the budget reduction and the areas affected, Groveton High School
was granted only a two year accreditation until March 1, 1984. The New
England Association also stated that any additional budget reductions
and the consequences as a result of the reductions be reported to them.
The Association was especially concerned about the "... area of educa-
tional media services . . ."
Not all that has transpired this school year has been negative. A
new "music appreciation" class, implemented in the junior high school
fine arts program, was accomplished in order to meet state minimum stand-
ards. Curriculum development continued with the updating of the mathema-
tics curriculum in grades 7 and 8. Also offered as a new program was
the "Art Workshop" course for students interested in preparing a port-
folio of their art works. In addition, the home economics department







GRADE PLACEMENT CHART - SEPTEMBER 1981
Elementary Build:Lng Thomas Monahan, , Principal
Edna Crawicord, Secretary
Grades Spec. Edu. K 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
Donna Jangraw 8 8
Deborah Chadwick 33 33
Patricia Allen 22 22
Joan Kipp 23 23
Judith Merriam 25 25
Vicky Bailey 26 26
Andrea Craxton 20 20
Deborah Joyce 19 19
Virginia Davis 17 17
Pearl Emery 18 18
Paul Hawley 22 22
Matthew Treamer 24 24
Cynthia Graham 27 27
Larry Guile 27 27
Totals 8 33 45 51 39 35 46 54 311
Alice Abbott, Remedial Reading
Ellen Gries, Part Time Art
Harry Hikel, Part Time Music
Kathryn Treamer, Spec. Ed.-SAU
Judith Dvorchik, Title I
Ann Atkinson, Spec. Ed. Aide
Simonne Cotter, Title I Aide
Geraldine Major, Title I Aide
Shirley Miles, Teacher Aide
Jodi Gray, Spec. Ed. Assistant
Michael Cross, Custodian
Eugene Montgomery, Custodian
High School Building Edgar Melanson, Principal
Marion Rowden, Secretary
Grades
Frederick Bailey, Vice Principal
Jon Odell, Guidance Director
Marion Emery, Guidance Secretary
Spec. Edu. 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total
6 60 56 72 52 49 48 343
Earl LaFlamme, Custodian
Royden Hart, Custodian
Gary Bisson - Driver Education
Rita Blakslee - Business Education
Eugene Blank - Building Trades
Helen Boswell - Social Studies
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Ronald Brocket t - Art
Dencie Donovan - Mathematics
Joseph Fitzgerald, Jr. - English & Library
Carol Frizzell - English
Gerard Gaetjens - Foreign Language (Part time)
Michael Galuszka - Science
Bradley Harding - Math/Math Department Chairman
Richard Holt - Business Education/Department Chairman
Gary Jenness - Physical Education
William Joyce - Industrial Arts
Pamela Lewandowski - Special Education
Yvette Marquis - Home Economics
James Marshall - Special Education/Department Chairman
Deborah McGinness - Science
Richard Merrill - Science/Department Chairman
Thomas J. Ordzie - English
Patricia Riendeau - English/Department Chairman
Judith Salley - Mathematics
Maurice Stebbins - Social Studies
Robert Tobin - Music
Mary A. Trask - Physical Education
Rebecca Vachon - Business Education
Betty Ann Willard - Business Education Aide (Voc.)
Claire Macllvane - Special Education Aide (94-142 Funds)
Barbara Wheelock - Special Education Aide (89-313 Funds)
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #58
SCHOOL CALENDAR
1982 - 1983
DAYS M W TH DAYS M W TH
SEPTEMBER X X 8 9 10
13 14 15 16 17
17 20 21 22 23 24









4 5 6 7 8
11 12 13 14 15
18 19 20 21 X
25 26 27 28 29
1 2 3 4 5
8 9 10 X 12
15 16 17 18 19
22 23 24 X X
29 30
1 2 3
6 7 8 9 10
13 14 15 16 17
20 21 22 X X
X X X X X
3 4 5 6 7
10 11 12 13 14
17 18 19 20 21
24 25 26 27 28
31
FEBRUARY 1 2 3 4
7 8 9 10 11
15 14 15 16 17 18
X X X X X
28
MARCH 1 2 3 4
7 8 9 10 11
23 14 15 16 17 18
21 22 23 24 25







4 5 6 7 8
11 12 13 14 15
18 19 20 21 22
X X X X X
2 3 4 5 6
9 10 11 12 13







6 7 8 9 10
13 14 15 16 *17
18 *19
SEPTEMBER THROUGH JANUARY - 93 DAYS FEBRUARY THROUGH JUNE - 87 DAYS
Sept. 7 Teachers Meeting
Oct. 22 State Professional Conference
Nov. 11 Veterans Day
Nov. 25-26 Thanksgiving Recess
Dec. 23-31 Christmas Vacation
Feb. 21-25 Winter Vacation
April 25-29 Spring Vacation
May 30 Memorial Day
June 16 Last Day of School






1982 TOWN MEETING NOTES
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LOCATION OF NEW FIRE BOXES IN
VILLAGE OF GROVETON
CIVIL DEFENSE AIR RAID WARNING
1-1-1 Four Short Rounds All Clear 1-1-1 One Round
Box No.
222 Out-of-Town Calls
333 Forest Fire Calls
444 Emergency Calls
12 Corner of Main and State Streets
13 Corner of State and Morse Streets
14 Corner of Rich and State Streets
15 Corner of Arlington Avenue and Preble Street
16 #4 Finishing Room
21 Fire Station (Church Street)
22 Corner of Summer Street and Odel Park
23 Corner of West and Rich Streets
24 Corner of West and Main Streets
31 Corner of Second and Melcher Streets
32 Corner of Hillside Avenue and Highland Street
33 Intersection of Graham and Cottage Streets
34 Corner of Hillside Avenue and First Street
41 Junction of Main and Melcher and Cumberland
Streets
42 Junction of Maple and Cumberland Streets
43 Fiske Street opposite Ivan Jordan Home
51 Corner of Eames and Park Streets
52 Corner of Pleasant and State Streets
53 Upper State Street near Douglas Garage
54 Rt. 3 near George McMann
61 Winter Street beside Alton Forbes Home
62 Junction of Brooklyn Street and Lost Nation Rd.
63 Brooklyn Street opposite Cloutier Store
64 Brooklyn Street near Foot Bridge
71 Groveton Papers Co., Nos. 3 and 4, Machine End
72 Groveton Papers Co., Nos. 1 and 2, Machine End
73 Groveton Papers Co., Woodroom Area
81 Riverside Drive
NO SCHOOL — 3 Blasts at 7:00 A.M.
CURFEW — 2 Blasts at 9:00 P.M.
RECALL (Fire Oat) — 1 Blast
Learn how to operate a Fire Alarm Box. Learn the location of box
nearest you. If you must go to a fire — Do Not Hinder or Obstruct Fire
Trucks or Firemen.
For Map of Streets and Fire Alarm Box Locations see inside
Front Cover.
LAW GOVERNING BOXES
Any person sending in a false alarm of fire, or tampering with fire alarm
system, will be fined $150.00 or serve one year in jail. This law will be
strictly enforced.
TOWN TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
TOWN MANAGER, Ronald J. Gilbert 636-1450
TOWN CLERK AND TAX COLLECTOR









Answering Service (Turbine Room) 636-1430
Office 636-1124
Ambulance Service
Answering Service (Turbine Room) 636-1430
Civil Defense 636-1430
Fire Department 636-1224
The red fire line, 636-1224, is for reporting fires only.
Do not attempt to use it for any other purpose.
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